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Background



Kannaland Municipality is situated within the Eden District Municipality which lies in the Western Cape Province.
The main urban areas within the Kannaland Municipality are:
 Ladismith
Cheese, wine and game farming
 Zoar
Agriculture
 Calitzdorp
Port wine capital SA
 Van Wyksdorp
Known for its rich culture, heritage and succulent plants
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POTENTIAL PROJECTS FOR
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES
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APPLICANT

Municipal and Private Sector JV

PROJECT
DESCRIPTION

The concept is to invest in 3 TUK TUK,s which is used to ferry tourists from their B&B’s to
restaurants and other places of interest in the area and will also be used for events
such as the Port & Wine festival, the Apricot festival, etc

GOAL 1

To provide a cost effective public Transport system that will not only alleviate the
above situation but will also provide opportunities for the development of tourism in
Bergsig.

Purpose

Impact

Currently no
affordable
transport system
exists that links
Bergsig to the
Calitzdorp town.

At least 3
Calitzdorp,
permanent Bergsig
jobs will be
created
including
the growth
in tourism

The Tuk Tuks will
also help grow
tourism as tourists
will effectively
have taxis that
can transport
them from B&B’s to
restaurants and
back

Project Location Indicative
Timeframe
March ’18 August ‘19

Beneficiary

Skills
requirement

Project
Estimate

Less affluent
population of
Calitzdorp
who
represent at
least 60% of
the
population.

Skills required R280 000
are
competent
drivers who
also have
Tourism
Guide
accreditation
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APPLICANT

Municipal and Private Sector JV.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Deciduous Fruit Industry in partnership with the Western Cape Department
of Agriculture and National Treasury has launched a Jobs Fund project to
support twenty four (24) black deciduous fruit producers over the next 4-year
period.

GOAL 1

Kannaland’s position in deciduous fruit industry – expand / Value added
activities in the industry (dried fruit, fruit pulp, fruit juice)

Purpose

Impact

The partnership between
the private sector and
government will assist the
agricultural
sector
to
materially impact on the
footprint of smallholder
farmers.
Potential
investors must provide
technical, management
and financial support to
these farmers to assist
them in realising their
commercial potential.

Low-skilled job Entire
opportunities
Kannala
which
could nd
result to a more
sustainable job
creation. Farm
workers can be
trained
as
farmers
ect.
Not only will it
secure
work
opportunities it
will also unlock
food security.

Project
Location

Indicative Beneficiary
Timeframe
20182027

Skills
requirement

Project
Estimate

Entire
South Africa R120 million
Kannaland has the skills
and upskilling
of the local
population of
Kannaland
can
take
place as the
project
unfolds.
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APPLICANT

Western Cape, Municipal and Private Sector

PROJECT
DESCRIPTION

A Game Reserve on the same basis as the Addo Elephant Park can be developed
stretching from the Gouritz Reserve to the R62 on the west of Ladismith.

GOAL 1

Private investors who can be provided concessions to build estates within the reserve and
sell units to the general public

Purpose

Impact

Project
Location

Indicative
Timeframe

To draw large
numbers of
tourists.

Below is a list
who will benefit
from an
established
game farm:
Consultants,
engineers,
Game wardens,
builders,
fencers,
security, solar
power
implementers,
hospitality
personnel

Kannaland
and Eden
Municipality
areas.

2018 -2027 The main
beneficiaries
will be the
population of
Kannaland.
With entrance
gates in the
Calitzdorp
area, the Zoar
area, the
Ladismith area
and Van
Wyksdorp the
whole area will
benefit
dramatically.

Beneficiary

Skills
requirement

Project
Estimate

South Africa R150 million
has the skills
and upskilling
of the local
population of
Kannaland
can take
place as the
project
unfolds.
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APPLICANT

Western Cape, Municipal and Private Sector.

PROJECT
DESCRIPTION

The Kannaland community has a long history of harvesting and processing wildgrowing honeybush. Private and Public investors to unlock and enhance the
development of the processing of honey bush tea

GOAL 1

The supply constraints pose a unique investment opportunity for commercial
plantations in the Kannaland municipal area.
Indicative
Beneficiary
Skills
Project
Impact
Project
Location
Timeframe
requirement
Estimate

Purpose

The low set-up costs
per hectare and
Honey bush tea’s
suitability for
plantation on
marginalized
mountainous and
low rainfall land as
the little Karoo
makes the Honey
bush tea an ideal
crop for black
economic- and
women
empowerment
agricultural
program.

The wild
reserves also
provide
entrepreneurial
opportunities for
pickers.
Emerging
farmers will
benefit by
empowering
the
unemployed
with knowledge
and skills

Kannaland 2019-2027
and Eden
Municipalit
y areas.

The main
beneficiaries
will be the
population of
Kannaland.
With
entrance
gates in the
Calitzdorp
area, the
Zoar area,
the Ladismith
area and
Van
Wyksdorp the
whole area
will benefit
dramatically.

South Africa R50 Million
has the skills
and upskilling
of the local
population of
Kannaland
can take
place as the
project
unfolds.
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APPLICANT

Western Cape, Municipal and Private Sector.

PROJECT
DESCRIPTION

The ravine or poort is a combination of some of the most beautiful vertical rock folds in
the country that combine to form a narrow little pass through which a road winds.

GOAL 1

Roads should be paved of tarred and drive ins should be made tourism friendly with
stay overs throughout the Year.
As the historical and open node area of seweweekspoort many projects can be
disbursed in the area. This is to mobilise and empower rural communities to take
initiatives aimed at control of their own destiny - with the support of government.

Purpose

Impact

The community of
Zoar can be giving
the opportunity to
drive their own
projects by having
open markets on
open land
(roosterbrood, art
and culture, the
historical art of the
Amalienstein and
Zoar ect.)
The goal of the

Low-skilled and Zoar
high skilled job
opportunities
can be
created. Local
contractors can
be part of
development.
The economic
will be
stimulating in
drawing the
tourism sector
to the Zoar
area!

Project
Location

Indicative
Timeframe

Beneficiary

Skills
requirement

Project
Estimate

2019-2040

The
population of
Kannaland
and daily
tourists. Arts
and craft,
spazashops.

South Africa R100 million
has the skills
and upskilling
of the local
population of
Kannaland
can take
place as the
project
unfolds.
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Conclusion
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Thank you
Baie Dankie
Enkosi

